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Design of Hierarchical ThreeDimensional Printed Scaffolds
Considering Mechanical and
Biological Factors for Bone
Tissue Engineering
Computational approaches have great potential for aiding clinical product development
by finding promising candidate designs prior to expensive testing and clinical trials.
Here, an approach for designing multilevel bone tissue scaffolds that provide structural
support during tissue regeneration is developed by considering mechanical and biological perspectives. Three key scaffold design properties are considered: (1) porosity, which
influences potential tissue growth volume and nutrient transport, (2) surface area, which
influences biodegradable scaffold dissolution rate and initial cell attachment, and (3)
elastic modulus, which influences scaffold deformation under load and, therefore, tissue
stimulation. Four scaffold topology types are generated by patterning beam or trussbased unit cells continuously or hierarchically and tuning the element diameter, unit cell
length, and number of unit cells. Parametric comparisons suggest that structures with
truss-based scaffolds have higher surface areas but lower elastic moduli for a given
porosity in comparison to beam-based scaffolds. Hierarchical scaffolds possess a large
central pore that increases porosity but lowers elastic moduli and surface area. Scaffold
samples of all topology types are 3D printed with dimensions suitable for scientific testing. A hierarchical scaffold is fabricated with dimensions and properties relevant for a
spinal interbody fusion cage with a maximized surface-volume ratio, which illustrates a
potentially high performing design configured for mechanical and biological factors.
These findings demonstrate the merit in using multidisciplinary and computational
approaches as a foundation of tissue scaffold development for regenerative medicine.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4036396]

Introduction

Engineering design has great potential for aiding clinical product development, especially for systems operating on mechanical
and biological principles [1–3]. Products frequently underperform
in clinical trials and fail to reach the market, which results in
financial losses [4–7]. Computational approaches for developing
tissue scaffolds are particularly useful due to emerging 3D printing processes and design methods [8–11]. Tissue scaffolds are
porous structures that mechanically bear load while facilitating
biological tissue growth. Scaffold optimization is challenging due
to complex couplings in mechanical loads and biological behavior
[12]. Scaffold design typically relies on trial-and-error [13], which
suggests an opportunity for developing improved engineering
design approaches. Computational design approaches may reduce
research and development costs for preclinical trial product development while improving scaffold performance [14–17]. Here, we
address a subset of design challenges for 3D printed tissue scaffolds inspired by bone’s hierarchical structure.
Mechanical design is relevant to bone tissue engineering, since
mechanical stimulation and scaffold geometry influence bone
growth and strength [18–21]. Spinal interbody fusion cage systems utilize scaffolds to facilitate vertebral fusion after surgical
intervertebral disc removal [22–26]. The treatment’s goal is to
generate new rigid bone tissue that fuses two adjacent vertebrae
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into one continuous bone structure. An interbody fusion cage is
inserted to provide temporary structural support and a biological
niche for bone fusion.
In interbody fusion cage systems, a porous scaffold is often surrounded by a solid shell structure in direct contact with vertebrae.
The solid shell aids in load bearing in addition to hardware, such
as pedicle screws that are inserted in adjacent vertebrae. Design
approaches with modular units [27,28] are desirable since they
facilitate economical testing of scaffold samples that may be patterned within an interbody fusion cage (Fig. 1). While interbody
fusion cage products encompass all components required for clinical bone fusion, including supporting hardware and the cage itself,
in this work, we focus on the porous scaffold design within the
cage.
Figure 1 illustrates an experiment with a mechanical loading
device that cyclically applies force to a scaffold sample in cell
culture for tissue growth measurements [29,30]. The cycling and

Fig. 1 Design approach for testing scaffold samples rescaled
for interbody fusion cage products
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loading magnitude are adjustable to emulate spinal loading. Since
hardware beyond the scaffold is tunable for altering how load is
experienced, we approach the design by initially concentrating on
scaffold form properties for tissue growth, rather than its load
bearing capabilities. Porosity, pore size, and surface area are key
properties that influence tissue growth, in addition to the stiffness
and scaffold material biocompatibility. There is a broad range of
biocompatible materials [31,32] suitable for tissue scaffolds that
could provide acceptable load bearing capabilities once other system components are configured.
This paper aims to demonstrate the merits of using mechanical
and biological perspectives for tissue scaffold design, through
considering 3D printing fabrication processes, structural design,
scaffold properties, and eventual performance [33]. A computational design approach is developed for configuring a scaffold’s
structure and evaluating its properties. Scaffolds are configured
for experiments or for interbody cages and fabricated using stereolithography 3D printing [10]. The paper contributes to mechanical
design by introducing the foundations of a design approach to
improve upon “trial-and-error” approaches commonly used for tissue scaffolds.

2

Background

Tissue engineering is a multidisciplinary research field that
requires mechanical and biological considerations. Literature is
reviewed for design and manufacturing of bone tissue scaffolds.
2.1 Scaffold Structure. Scaffold performance is directly
related to its structural design, with porosity and pore size being
common properties linked to performance [34]. Porosity is the
ratio between the void scaffold volume to total nominal volume.
Pore size refers to the size of cavities throughout a scaffold. Optimized scaffold designs generally aim for maximizing porosity
without compromising mechanical integrity due to lowering material volume. Porosities of 50–85% are typically used for bone tissue scaffolds [35]. Pore sizes are typically between 200 lm and
1000 lm [18]; smaller pores within this range tend to facilitate
faster tissue growth while larger pores provide space for unrestricted nutrient transport.
Determining optimal scaffold properties is challenging due to
complex couplings of mechanical loads on biological behavior.
Evaluation typically requires expensive simulations or wet-lab
experiments [12]. Scaffold stiffness at a given porosity can vary
considerably depending on its topological organization. Finite
element methods show that 3D printed scaffolds with elements at
right angles can have high compressive or high shear strength, but
more complex geometries are required for high performance in
compression and shear [36]. Compression is the primary loading
of spinal scaffolds [24], although shear and torsion are also experienced. Forces experienced by the scaffold affect tissue growth
rate and type [12]. These complexities suggest the need to concentrate on a scaffold’s form prior to fine tuning its mechanics with
the interbody cage system as a whole.
2.2 Scaffold Manufacturing. There are numerous fabrication
processes suitable for constructing scaffolds with pore sizes and
materials relevant to bone tissue engineering. Stochastic foam
structures with a distribution of pore sizes are commonly used
[18,37]. The distribution of pore sizes mimics bone’s natural hierarchy, with small pores to facilitate high surface area and initial
cell attachment and larger pores for nutrient transport and vascularization [37]. Stochastic foams are limited mechanically because
there is no precise control over material placement, which is
enabled by 3D printing [38]. Stereolithography is particularly suitable for 3D printing complex geometries with pores of a few hundred microns [10,39,40].
Biocompatibility is a key material requirement and includes
nontoxicity to surrounding tissues [41,42]. Suitable scaffold
061401-2 / Vol. 139, JUNE 2017

materials include specific biocompatible forms of ceramics, polymers, composites, and metals [18,31,32]. It is also desirable for
scaffolds to disintegrate in the body, but scaffolds that degrade
too fast could lead to mechanical failure if there is not enough
new tissue growth to support mechanical loads [32,43,44]. Titanium scaffolds that do not degrade are common but have a high
elastic modulus in comparison to bone that may cause stress
shielding [36] resulting in weaker bone growth.
2.3 Scaffold Design. Parametric design is often conducted to
explore trade-offs in scaffold structural design, properties, and
performance [13,45]. One of the earliest computational design
approaches generated scaffolds by patterning unit cells with beam
elements [46,47] that resulted in the computer-aided system for
tissue scaffolds (CASTS) system for generating unit cell libraries
[17]. The approach assessed scaffold structural properties including porosity, pore size, and surface area. Performance evaluation
is possible through simulations, such as mechanoregulation algorithms for spinal fusion [24]. Simulations are typically expensive,
so topologies are generally not redesigned during simulation
design exploration, although parametric features such as pore size
are tuned [13]. We, therefore, use an approach for initially configuring scaffolds of different topologies and then fine-tuning them
parametrically in relation to property assessments.
Bone tissue engineering approaches commonly use bioinspiration to propose structures that recreate the mechanical environment of bone [37], which is well aligned with recent developments in bio-based [1–3] and bio-inspired [48–51] mechanical
design. Interbody cage design may benefit from mimicking the
natural hierarchy of bone with small and large pores for supporting tissue growth. Further design considerations beyond mimicry
are required, since interbody cages aim to generate bone tissue to
fuse vertebrae where bone does not exist naturally.

3

Design Approach

A multilevel parametric design approach is used to generate
scaffolds with properties linked to mechanical and biological scaffold performance.
3.1 Scaffold Properties. Comparing scaffold properties is
efficient for isolating potentially high-performing scaffolds prior
to expensive simulation or wet-lab assessments. Porosity, surface
area, and elastic modulus properties and their links to mechanical
and biological factors relevant to scaffold performance [29] are
highlighted in Table 1.
Higher porosity provides more void volume for tissue growth
and is typically maximized while not compromising the scaffold’s
mechanical integrity. Scaffolds need high porosity to promote
vasculature growth and facilitate nutrient transport, such as oxygen. Scaffolds that achieve high porosity via many small pores
(200 lm or less) will have a high surface area that promotes initial cell attachment to the scaffold, while scaffolds with larger
pores (800 lm or greater) have better nutrient transport since
they are generally more conducive to fluid flow and vasculature
growth. A biodegradable scaffold with a high surface area may
compromise the mechanical integrity of the structure if the material degrades faster than load bearing tissue is generated [43,44].
Scaffolds with lattice structures may be considered aggregate
materials with intrinsic material properties independent of their
base material. The ratio between the scaffold’s elastic modulus
and base material’s elastic modulus should generally remain the
same regardless of material used. Elastic modulus is inversely
proportional to porosity for a given lattice topology, since it is
proportional to relative density. Scaffolds of similar porosity
could have highly varying elastic moduli based on their topology.
It is essential to compare scaffolds with contrasting topologies
by controlling properties such as porosity to isolate how scaffold
topology influences performance. Although porosity and elastic
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 1 Scaffold properties linked to mechanical and biological factors
Scaffold

Mechanical factors

Biological factors

Porosity

Increasing porosity increases void volume for tissue
growth
Increasing surface area leads to faster disintegration
of biodegradable scaffolds
Increasing elastic modulus reduces loaded scaffold
deformation

Increasing porosity improves nutrient transport for
biological activity
Increasing surface area provides more locations for
initial cell attachment
Modulates mechanical tissue stimulation that influences tissue growth rate and type

Surface area
Elastic modulus

modulus scale with scaffold volume, surface area must be divided
by volume to reach a scalable surface–volume ratio [8]. Comparing scaffolds with scalable properties enables economic testing of
scaffold samples that retain their properties when rescaled for specific applications.
3.2 Multilevel Design. A multilevel organization is used to
design scaffolds since it enables hierarchical topology generation
strategies with small and large pores that mimic bone’s hierarchy
[37]. Hierarchical scaffolds are manufacturable through emerging
3D printing approaches that construct porous structures with
microscale resolution [39,40]. Scaffolds designed using beam elements that perform well in compression-dominated loading [52]
could outperform commonly used foams that do not have tailored
material placement. Multilevel scaffolds are organized across four
levels, with lower levels made up of repeatable units used to construct higher levels (Fig. 2).
The lowest level is a beam element with decisions concerning
cross-sectional shape (octagonal in Fig. 2) and material. Beam
elements form a first-order unit cell structure at Level 1, with
decisions concerning how many elements make up a unit cell and
their connectivity (cubic in Fig. 2). A second-order unit cell at
Level 2 consists of first-order unit cells to create a larger unit cell
(hierarchical generated via recursion in Fig. 2, such that the
second-order unit cell has the same cubic connectivity as the firstorder unit cell). The level 3 tailored structure patterns secondorder unit cells to form a rectangular shape for placement in localized areas of the body, such as the spine.
The multilevel design scheme promotes decisions across scales
and appropriate use of organizational features at relevant scales.
For instance, a recursive hierarchical strategy is beneficial when
forming second-order unit cells from first-order unit cells, because
it creates unit cells of small and large pores that may promote cell
attachment and nutrient transport, respectively. Another recursive
hierarchical level from level 2 to level 3 is not necessarily beneficial for bone tissue engineering and instead the modular second
unit cells are patterned to form a tailored structure with dimensions suitable for an interbody cage.
Optimization requires decisions that influence parameter relationships within and across levels. Changing beam length alters
first-order unit cell size, and therefore, the number of first-order
unit cells required to generate a scaffold with appropriate dimensions. Since each first-order unit cell represents a single pore,
changing an element’s length may influence both tissue growth

and scaffold stiffness. Such interlevel coupling can lead to nonobvious relationships and difficult to traverse design spaces [3], thus
further motivating the need for appropriate design methods to aid
decision making.
3.3 Topology Types. Second-order unit cells are used for
comparing property trade-offs, since second-order unit cells are
the highest level generated via hierarchical recursion and are patterned to form a tailored structure that should retain similar properties to individual second-order unit cells. Four second-order unit
cells are generated by patterning first-order unit cells continuously
or hierarchically and varying the first-order unit cell connectivity.
Two first-order connectivities are considered: a beam-based unit
cell of twelve elements with six faces and a truss-based unit cell
that adds a diagonal element on each face. Although both unit cell
types consist of beam elements, the nomenclature refers to the
suitability for modeling truss-based cell elements as pin jointed
members due to their connectivity.
Continuous second-order unit cell structures consist of regularly
patterned first-order unit cells, while hierarchy is achieved by patterning first-order unit cells to form a second-order unit cell with
the same connectivity as the first-order unit cell. Topology types
formed by each pair-wise combination of first- and second-order
unit cell organizations are referred to as continuous beam, hierarchical beam, continuous truss, and hierarchical truss topology
types as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Beam-based scaffolds should have higher compressive stiffness
when compared to truss-based scaffolds [36], but truss-based scaffolds could favorably increase surface–volume ratios and better
resist complex, multi-axial loading. The primary difference
between continuous and hierarchical scaffold samples is the large
central pore that emerges in hierarchical patterning, which is
potentially advantageous since nutrient transport is typically poor
in a scaffold’s center [53]. Trade-offs concerning porosity,
surface–volume ratio, and elastic modulus are possible to explore
by tuning parameters describing each topology type’s structural
design.
3.4 Design Parameters. Three design parameters are
defined: (1) number of uniaxial first-order unit cells Nc that make
up a second-order unit cell, (2) length of first-order unit cells Lc ,
and (3) beam element diameter ø (Fig. 4).
Scaffolds have three-dimensional symmetry with an equal number of uniaxial first-order unit cells Nc in x, y, and z directions.

Fig. 2 Multilevel scaffold design
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Beam elements are generated with circular cross sections. Hierarchical scaffolds consist of two layers of first-order unit cells that
make up their outside borders (Fig. 4).
Four nodes at element intersections are indicated with white
circles in Fig. 4. Each node is spaced one unit cell length
pﬃﬃﬃ Lc apart
on a given axis.pDimensions
L1 ¼ Lc  ø, L2 ¼ ø= 2, L3 ¼ L1
ﬃﬃﬃ
L2 , and L4 ¼ 2L3 are calculated among elements with width ø
oriented at 45 deg or 90 deg. In Fig. 4, three shading levels indicate
the material volume attributed to scaffold nodes (darkest), straight
elements, and diagonal elements (lightest) used in property
calculations.

Surface area depends on the first-order unit cell type, because
surfaces of straight elements are partially covered when diagonal
elements are present. To simplify mathematical calculations,
nodal contributions are assumed negligible, since most nodes exist
at beam intersections and have no exposed surfaces. Nodes also
have small surface area contributions for scaffolds with high
porosities that generally have elements with relatively long
lengths and small diameters. Surface area for scaffolds with beam
unit cells Sb is

3.5 Property Calculations. Design parameters are used to
calculate pore size, volume, porosity, surface area, and elastic
modulus properties. Pore size p is the diameter of a sphere
inscribed in a unit cell that does not overlap any beam elements
[17] such that

while surface area for truss unit cells St is

p ¼ Lc  ø

(2)

with scaffold volume Vs as
Vs ¼ Ls 3

(3)

The material volume Vm is found by counting all nodes Nn , the
number of straight elements Nb , and the number of diagonal elements Nt ; beam topology types always have zero Nt . Analytical
relationships for determining the number of nodes and elements
for each topology type are unique and complicated in the case of
hierarchical scaffolds. These numbers are, therefore, tracked in
the computational environment during scaffold generation.
Material volume is calculated by summing the volume of all
nodes, the volume of all straight elements that does not include
nodal volume contributions, and the volume of all diagonal elements that does not include nodal or straight element volume contributions such that

 
pø2
ø
(4)
Nb  ðL1 Þ þ Nt  ðL4 Þ þ Nt 
Vm ¼ Nn  ø3 þ
3
4
The Nt  ðø=3Þ term approximates the diagonal element volume
for the length they extend beyond L4 before intersecting with
straight members. Porosity P is determined by comparing the
scaffold material volume to the total nominal volume and subtracting from unity to find
P¼1

Vm
Vs

Fig. 3 Scaffold topology types
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St ¼ p ø  ðNb  L3 þ Nt  L4 Þ

(5)

(6)

(7)

and surface–volume ratio is

(1)

Scaffold length Ls is its number and length of unit cells, plus the
additional length of one element diameter, according to
Ls ¼ Nc  Lc þ ø

Sb ¼ p ø  ðNb  L1 Þ

S=V ¼

Sb
St
or S=V ¼
Vs
Vs

(8)

The elastic modulus Es is found by finite element analysis
(FEA) of the scaffold’s structure by measuring its reaction forces
F when a unidirectional displacement d is applied to all nodes on
its top face. Scaffolds are generated as lists of nodes and members
using JAVA and imported in ABAQUS for FEA as beam-based wireframe models. Boundary conditions are used that fix the scaffold
in space by placing a pin in one corner and constraining lateral
movement at one other point on the bottom face. A displacement
constraint is used on all nodes on the bottom face to simulate a
flat surface for mechanical testing. A small value for the elastic
modulus of the material is used (1 MPa) and reaction forces are
found when the scaffold is displaced less than 5% of the scaffold’s
length to determine the relative elastic modulus.
Each member’s linear elastic behavior is approximated with the
Euler–Bernoulli beam theory by dividing the member longitudinally into three equal parts [36]. The elastic modulus of the
(cubic) structure is then
F
(9)
Es ¼
Ls  d
and converted to a relative elastic modulus Er of
Er ¼

Es
Em

(10)

where Em is the base material’s elastic modulus.

4

Parametric Study

A study is conducted to demonstrate how design parameters
influence properties for the continuous beam topology, followed
by all topology types.

Fig. 4 Planar schematic of hierarchical truss with indicated
element diameter ø, unit cell length Lc , number of unit cells Nc ,
and lengths L1 , L2 , L3 , and L4
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4.1 Continuous Beam. Continuous beam topology types are
generated using a datum value for the number of unit cells
Nc ¼ 6, unit cell length Lc ¼ 1:0 mm, and element diameter
ø ¼ 400 lm. Design parameters are independently perturbed to
half and twice the datum value while porosity P, surface–volume
ratio S=V, and relative elastic modulus Ec are plotted in Fig. 5.
The number of unit cells does not significantly influence porosity, surface–volume ratio, or relative elastic modulus. These
results are expected since scaffold properties should scale with
volume when there is no alteration of local structure. The small
difference in property values that occurs as the number of unit
cells increases is caused by the extra half element diameter added
to each side of the scaffold (i.e., when calculating scaffold length
in Eq. (2), there is a constant element diameter value included that
does not scale with the number of unit cells).
As unit cell length increases, porosity increases and relative
elastic modulus decreases since nominal scaffold volume increases
faster than the scaffold material volume. Surface–volume ratio initially increases and then decreases. The relation emerges because
surface area scales linearly with unit cell length (surface area is
proportional to the linear increase in beam element length), while
volume increases cubically (since scaffold length in x, y, and z
directions scales linearly).
Increases in element diameter decrease porosity and increase
relative elastic modulus, while surface–volume ratio initially
increases and then decreases. The surface–volume ratio emerges
because elements’ increasing diameters become proportionally
smaller to the decrease in surface area due to elements having
greater overlaps that reduce their exposed length. The peak in
surface–volume ratio for changes in unit cell length and element
diameter suggests the existence of optimal points in the design
space. Although porosity and relative elastic modulus are correlated to directional changes in design parameters, they do so nonlinearly, which suggest the need for design approaches to aid
searches for favorable designs.

property, but the hierarchical truss properties do not remain constant. Differences in the hierarchical scaffolds occur because the
large central pore removes a larger proportion of scaffold material
as more unit cells are added, since there is always a border of two
unit cells that make up the outside of the scaffold, as shown in
Fig. 4. As the relative size of the large central pore increases,
porosity increases, surface–volume ratio decreases, and relative
elastic modulus decreases.
As unit cell length and element diameter increases, hierarchical
scaffold properties follow qualitatively similar curves to continuous scaffolds. Generally, hierarchical scaffolds have increased
porosity, lower surface–volume ratio, and lower relative elastic
modulus in comparison to continuous scaffolds. The large central
pore causes hierarchical topology types to have a lower number of
elements, and therefore less material overall for providing surfaces and bearing load.
Truss-based unit cells tend to have lower porosity, higher
surface-volume ratio, and higher relative elastic modulus than
beam-based unit cells. These differences occur because the trussbased unit cell contains the same element organization as the
beam-based unit cell, plus an additional element on each face.
The difference in continuous beam datum values for Figs. 5 and
6 highlights the sensitivity of univariate searches to initial conditions when exploring the design space. For instance, the highest
found surface–volume ratio for continuous beam scaffolds is
3:5 mm1 in Fig. 5 and 2:8 mm1 in Fig. 6. These findings
suggest that the need for informed choices in design space sampling to ensure favorable designs are found.
To facilitate design searches, properties such as pore size or
porosity may be restricted to relevant values for a particular application, which restricts the design space size. Pore size (Eq. (1)) is
identical for all topology types for a given set of design parameters, but not all generated designs have pore sizes suitable for
bone tissue engineering (200 lm to 1000 lm). In Sec. 5, designs
are generated with a desired pore size held constant.

4.2 All Topology Types. Each design parameter is swept
independently for each topology type from datum values for the
number of unit cells Nc ¼ 10, unit cell length Lc ¼ 1:5 mm, and
element diameter ø ¼ 1000 lm. Hierarchical topology types have
a minimum number of unit cells, otherwise there is no large central pore and they are identical to continuous topologies with the
same parameter values. The large central pore begins forming
when the number of unit cells is six or greater for the hierarchical
beam topology and seven or greater for hierarchical truss topology. The minimum number of unit cells is dependent on the border size for second-order unit cells, which is chosen as a constant
two unit cells (Fig. 4).
Results for porosity, surface-volume ratio, and relative elastic
modulus are plotted for each topology type as a function of each
swept design parameter in Fig. 6. Truss-based scaffolds are plotted for a smaller range of parameter values because their surface
area becomes zero and pores become inaccessible at lower parametric values than occurs for beam-based scaffolds.
As the number of unit cells increases (Fig. 6(a)), the continuous
truss topology maintains constant values for each scalable

5

Design Selection

Designs of each topology type are generated with controlled
pore size and volume to produce four samples with 80% porosity
that are 3D printed. A scaffold with maximized surface–volume
ratio is then fabricated as a interbody cage prototype.
5.1 Designs for Experiments. Scaffold samples are constrained to 1:5 cm length and 1000 lm pores. The chosen scaffold
dimensions minimize wet-lab and mechanical testing expenses
while retaining relevant pore sizes. A constant pore size c is
achieved by modifying Eq. (1) to solve for unit cell length Lc ¼
c þ ø as element diameter is adjusted. This modification increases
scaffold volume as unit cell length increases, and therefore the
number of unit cells requires reduction. When assuming a maximum scaffold length Lm , there is a constraint for number of unit
cells Nc  ððLm  øÞ=Lc Þ to ensure nominal volume constraints
are met.
Scaffolds are generated for each topology type by increasing
element diameter ø from 200 lm to 1400 lm while adjusting Lc

Fig. 5 Continuous beam designs with parameters normalized to Nc 5 12, Lc 5 2:0 mm, and ø 5 800 lm for (a) porosity, (b)
surface–volume ratio, and (c) relative elastic modulus
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Fig. 6 Designs for each topology type generated by independently sweeping design parameters (a) number of cells
Nc , (b) unit cell length Lc , and (c) element diameter ø for (A1, B1, C1) porosity, (A2, B2, C2) surface–volume ratio, and (A3,
B3, C3) relative elastic modulus

for a constant pore size c of 1000 lm and Nc for a maximum scaffold length Lm of 1.5 cm. Surface–volume ratio and relative elastic
modulus are plotted for calculated values in Fig. 7; the data is discontinuous, since Nc is adjusted with integer values.
For a given porosity, continuous and truss-based scaffolds tend
to have higher surface–volume ratios, although the continuous
beam and hierarchical truss scaffolds have similar surface–volume
ratios. There is a maximum achievable surface–volume ratio for
each topology type. Continuous and beam-based scaffolds tend to
have higher relative elastic moduli, since truss-based scaffolds
have a greater proportion of elements not aligned with the compressive loading direction. Scaffolds with 80% porosity, which is
suitable for bone tissue engineering, are fabricated [54] and compared in Table 2. Continuous topologies are rescaled to four unit
cells to facilitate economic testing.
Table 2 topology types all have unique design parameter values. Scaffolds comparatively have small unit cell lengths with
small element diameters, or large unit cell lengths with large element diameters, as demonstrated by the continuous truss and

hierarchical beam, respectively. When selecting designs solely by
maximizing surface–volume ratio, the continuous truss topology
has the highest surface–volume ratio of 2:7 mm1 ; the continuous
beam scaffold has the highest relative elastic modulus of 0.091.
Design selection is dependent on multiple factors that are difficult to assess without further information of the scaffold environment experienced once implanted as part of an interbody fusion
cage. For instance, too high of a surface area is problematic if it
causes scaffold degradation to occur at a faster rate than loadbearing tissues grow to replace the scaffold [44], while an elastic
modulus greater than bone’s elastic modulus is detrimental if it
leads to stress shielding [36]. Additionally, the continuous scaffolds do not offer a large central pore to promote nutrient transport
throughout the scaffold [55], which has the potential to limit tissue
growth rates.
5.2 Interbody Cage Prototype. Figure 7 designs are plotted
in Fig. 8(a) for element diameter, which enables a selection of

Fig. 7 Designs for each topology type generated by sweeping element diameter ø from 200 lm to 1400 lm with pore
size p 5 1 mm and scaffold length Ls £ 1:5 cm for (a) surface–volume ratio and (b) relative elastic modulus

061401-6 / Vol. 139, JUNE 2017
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Table 2 Samples with porosity P  0:8 and pore size p51000 lm

Topology
type

3D printed
sample
Continuous beam

Hierarchical beam

Continuous truss

Hierarchical truss

Design parameters

Number of axial unit cells (#)
Unit cell length (lm)
Element diameter (lm)

4
1440
440

8
1620
620

4
1260
260

10
1380
380

Scaffold properties

Scaffold length (mm)
Pore size (lm)
Porosity
Surface-volume ratio (mm1)
Relative elastic modulus

6.4
1000
0.79
1.6
0.091

13.6
1000
0.79
1.0
0.049

5.3
1000
0.80
2.7
0.044

14.2
1000
0.80
1.5
0.028

designs in relation to manufacturing features such as the minimum
printable element diameter [54]. A hierarchical truss design is
selected with a maximized surface–volume ratio and porosity of
0.73, which reflects design features conducive for bone tissue
growth. Namely, that the scaffold has a high surface area for initial cell attachment, large pores for nutrient transport, and future
material selection can ensure an appropriate elastic modulus. The
tailored scaffold sample is 3D printed in a rectangular patterning
of six second-order unit cells in Fig. 8(b).
The scaffold sample measures 21.1 mm by 31.1 mm laterally and
13.5 mm in height, with visible triangular pores for both first- and
second-order unit cells. These results demonstrate as proof-of-concept
the potential to design and fabricate tailored structures for spinal
fusion applications via the developed multilevel design approach.

6

Discussion

The developed computational approach supports parametric
generation and assessment of tissue scaffolds when considering
mechanical and biological factors. 3D printed scaffold samples
were fabricated as proof of concepts for experimental testing and
use in interbody fusion cages, which presents a foundation for further tissue scaffold design and manufacturing. The computational
approach enables rapid design space exploration via assessment of
scaffold properties prior to fine-tuning designs using more expensive simulations and experiments.
Simulations informed from existing experimental data are available for assessing scaffold permeability [29,56], mechanics [36],
vasculature growth [45], and tissue generation [57–59]. Mechanical
simulations that model structures as solids rather than wireframes
(Sec. 3.5) could potentially provide higher accuracy. However,
inaccuracies are reduced for wireframe evaluations as porosity

increases, since the length to width ratio of beams generally
increases with scaffold porosity. Therefore, inaccuracies in design
selection are minimized since high scaffold porosities of up to 90%
are generally desired. Relative differences in evaluated mechanics
between topology types should remain similar among computational methods and may be validated with mechanical testing.
Computational methods that encourage rapid design space
exploration are useful when considering the multivariable scaffold
design space and its unimodal nonlinear relations. Such computational searches can provide a better design space characterization
in comparison to resource expensive scientific experiments or
simulations that typically rely on manipulating one variable at a
time [3]. When limited to manipulating one variable at a time, the
starting point in univariate search can significantly bias design
space searches, as demonstrated by the difference in maximum
surface–volume ratio when comparing Figs. 5 and 6 continuous
beam topologies (3:5 mm1 and 2:6 mm1 , respectively).
Computational search is necessary for finding favorable designs
prior to testing and fabrication, where early findings can reduce
later costs by isolating highly favorable designs through iterative
and broad design space exploration [60].
Once computational methods have determined preferred
designs, a suitable printing process and material may be selected.
Scaffold prototypes in Table 2 and Fig. 8 were fabricated with an
acrylic polymer using a stereolithography process [54]. Stereolithography processes are capable of printing biocompatible structures with polylactic acid-based resins [10]. Alternatively, it is
possible to use an indirect fabrication process to mold the scaffold
and recreate its form with an appropriate biocompatible material
that maintains the features achieved from the 3D printing process
[61,62]. A benefit in the indirect approach is the potential to fabricate scaffolds with complex forms enabled by 3D printing using

Fig. 8 (a) Data from Fig. 7(a) replotted for element diameter ø. A hierarchical truss with number of cells Nc 5 9, cell length Lc 5 1:5 mm, and element diameter ø 5 500 lm is selected and
(b) patterned with dimensions relevant for an interbody cage; note that adjacent second-order
unit cells share first-order unit cells when patterned to form a tailored structure.
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biomaterials that are traditionally not suitable for 3D printing
processes. Alternatively, titanium scaffolds may be constructed
using selective laser sintering processes. Titanium scaffolds may
benefit from the large central pore in hierarchical structures that
would lower global scaffold stiffness and mitigate stress shielding
issues from titanium’s higher elastic modulus [36].
Imaging processes such as X-ray microtomography are wellsuited for assessing the accuracy of printed scaffolds through
comparison of a 3D imaging of the fabricated structure with its
CAD file. Stereolithography processes have achieved a strong
agreement between model and fabrication for designs with features similar to the scaffolds in Table 2 [10]. Fabrication inaccuracies are reducible by altering designs to have larger features or
adjusting print processing parameters [63]. For instance, circular
element cross sections facilitate smaller printing dimensions when
resin cures symmetrically around projected light since a circular
shape is naturally formed (for elements aligned with the print
direction). A square shape, in comparison, would likely require a
larger fabricated area to accurately reproduce.
Once fabricated forms are validated, designs may be assessed
with mechanical testing or with tissue culture where imaging is
used to determine tissue growth over time. Testing is necessary
when design decisions are difficult to evaluate, such as the most
appropriate size for the large central pore in hierarchical structures
and whether it provides benefits over continuous scaffolds with no
central pore [25]. The large central pore’s size may be tuned
through altering the number of border cells used to generate the
hierarchy, in addition to the number of unit cells used to generate
a second-order unit cell. Testing would also be required to determine if differences in permeability and tissue growth rate occur
due to the different interconnectivities of the beam and trussbased unit cells. The smaller triangular pores of the truss-based
unit cell may reduce permeability [56] through increased surface
area while promoting faster tissue growth [58].
The developed, systematic design approach is potentially generalizable with steps of design parameterization, generation, and
selection based on rational choices, rather than trial-and-error
approaches common for tissue engineering [13]. The approach is
potentially applicable to further tissue types beyond bone, such as
cartilage or cardiac tissue [64], since it focuses on tuning the
structure rather than requiring biochemical strategies targeting
specific tissues. Further design considerations for fully exploring
the design space are constrained pore sizes beyond than the 1 mm
considered for Fig. 7, tuned ratios between local porosity to global
porosity of hierarchical scaffolds, and the alternation of diagonal
element directionality in adjacent truss-based unit cells.

7

Conclusion

Mechanical and biological factors were used to assess parametrically generated tissue scaffolds with multilevel organization. Four
topology types were generated by continuously or hierarchically
patterning beam or truss-based unit cells. For a given porosity, scaffolds with beam-based unit cells have higher elastic moduli while
truss-based scaffolds tend to reach greater surface-volume ratios.
Hierarchical designs contain large pores that encourage nutrient
transport but reduce surface–volume ratio and elastic modulus.
Scaffolds designed with 80% porosity and 1 mm pores were 3D
printed as a basis for scientifically comparing each topology type.
A hierarchical truss scaffold configured with a maximized
surface–volume ratio was fabricated as a to-scale prototype for an
interbody fusion cage. The paper demonstrates the linking of fabrication process, structural design, scaffold properties, and design
performance as a promising route for developing engineering
design methods that aid product development for regenerative
medicine.
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